Despite the obvious humor of equating modernity with dandruff-free hair, this advertisement reveals the widespread view that Native Americans were a primitive people. In order to define their position as "modern" and their world as "new," many Modernist artists and scholars in the early twentieth century constructed Native Americans as traditional and revered their cultures as immune from the trappings of modern society. While African Americans were mocked as degenerate for the inability to become modern, Native Americans were mourned as one of the casualties of modernity for the same failing.
Native American writers, like African Americans, found themselves inevitably having to respond to these representations. But unlike many African American writers in this period, such as Charles W. Chesnutt, who sought to insert himself into the American literary canon, incorporation into the broader American culture was not (and still is not) the goal for many Native American writers, as Craig Womack argues in Red on Red. Womack lays claim to a separate indigenous literary tradition, or more accurately, triballyspecific traditions: "our Native literature canon of the Americas" is "separate from their American canon" (7), as his telling subtitle Native American Literary Separatism reiterates. While Womack argues against comparative ethnic studies approaches, such as the one taken in this book, I would respond that the intent of my project is not to incorporate and therefore subsume Native American literatures into the American literary canon. Rather my comparative approach highlights the shared connections alongside the differences in order to better understand Native and American literary canons and how each has developed historically.
Many Native Americans living in the United States have deliberately maintained (then and now) epistemological and ontological 
